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@colbymommy

I have a question: Why does the MSM think that it’s more
important to make you think of #GeorgeNader as a “key
Mueller witness” instead of someone closely affiliated with
trump and his transition team??? 1/

If you read any news about this, or even if you don’t, and you just skim the headlines,

you’ll get the gist of what is being conveyed: sick MF convicted of child porn was a key

witness in this silly witch hunt of an investigation by Mueller. Right? 2/

So who is pushing this narrative? THE USUAL SUSPECTS ���� 3/

Psssh!! Look at these jagoffs! Do they really think we will buy into this cra—hey wait a

minute—LIBERAL news outlets are saying the same thing??? HOW CAN THIS BE???

4/
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But wait! There’s more!!! 5/
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Seriously?? Still more?? 6/

Come on. This is starting to get ridiculous!! 7/
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There’s still more, but I am certain you get my point. Everyone who’s anyone is saying

the same thing, the same way. Why??? Are there any exceptions? I found two. Here’s

one! Thank you @washingtonpost 8/

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/figure-linked-to-trump-transitio…

And here’s another. My favorite of the bunch because it tells the whole story. I mean,

why was trump et al cool with this nasty f*cker? He was convicted by EDVA in 1991,

and then in 2003 in the Czech Republic. Thank you @ryanbort and @AndyKroll 9/
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Add Child Porn to Crimes Allegedly Committed by Trump-Affiliated Fig…
Music, Film, TV and Political News Coverage

https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/george-nader-child-pornography-ch…

So why wasn’t he vetted by trump et al?? (Or was he?) Why would news orgs on

BOTH SIDES (fine people) put the same spin on the story? Why the huge effort to

connect Nader to Mueller before connecting him to trump? 10/

Are “journalists” sh*tting themselves right now, because their sources have been

everyone but Mueller, because, as we know, MUELLER DOESN’T LEAK. Are they

worried about FARA? Are they worried about being FREE PR FOR TRUMP? �11/

They have been entrusted with reporting THE TRUTH to the American people, and

they have failed. Ask yourself this: What will happen to these people who have gaslit

us, selectively realeased stories, timed releases, COORDINATED WITH OTHER

OUTLETS TO SEND THE SAME MESSAGE, 12/

How about the fact that they MISSED OR SUPPRESSED stories and information that

was critical to the security of our country? 13/

Probably all of the above. We will see. Remember this: Mueller likely knew there was

some form of conspiracy when he encountered multiple people TELLING THE

EXACT SAME LIES, indicating a COORDINATED effort to convey a false narrative.

It wasn’t a coincidence. Then or now. 14/
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